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Abstract: Privacy is a critical requirement in distributed data mining. Cryptography-based secure multiparty computation is a
main approach for privacy preserving. However, it shows poor performance in large scale distributed systems. Meanwhile, data
perturbation techniques are comparatively efficient but are mainly used in centralized privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM). In
this paper, we propose a light-weight anonymous data perturbation method for efficient privacy preserving in distributed data
mining. We first define the privacy constraints for data perturbation based PPDM in a semi-honest distributed environment. Two
protocols are proposed to address these constraints and protect data statistics and the randomization process against collusion
attacks: the adaptive privacy-preserving summary protocol and the anonymous exchange protocol. Finally, a distributed data
perturbation framework based on these protocols is proposed to realize distributed PPDM. Experiment results show that our
approach achieves a high security level and is very efficient in a large scale distributed environment.
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INTRODUCTION
With the rapid expansion of large-scale information systems, privacy is becoming more and more
important in data analysis and computation. Specifically, privacy is a critical requirement when data
mining is applied to financial, medical or government
organizations (Cranor et al., 2002; Ashley et al., 2003;
CSA, 2004; Evfimievski et al., 2004). As a result,
privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) (Agrawal
and Srikant, 2000), which intends to protect the sensitive information in the process of data mining, has
received much attention in recent years. Two main
privacy-preserving approaches, namely data perturbation and secure multiparty computation (SMC), are
proposed in the literature.
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Data perturbation methods, inherited from secure database techniques, have been used to solve
privacy-preserving problems in centralized environments (Agrawal and Srikant, 2000; Rizvi and Haritsa,
2002; Evfimievski et al., 2004). Agrawal and Srikant
(2000) proposed two types of perturbation techniques,
namely value-class membership and value distortion.
Value-class membership is used to partition one attribute’s values into disjoint classes, whilst value
distortion, often used for association rule mining
(Agrawal and Aggarwal, 2001; Chawla et al., 2005),
adds random data with certain distribution to protect
privacy, leaving statistical information to miners.
Furthermore, more perturbation methods have been
proposed in recent years. Data swapping (Fienberg
and McIntyre, 2004) aims to protect the sensitive data
in certain attributes by swapping a subset of attributes
among the records. k-anonymity (Sweeney, 2002)
focuses on substituting data of sensitive record following the rule that such a record is indistinct with at
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least k−1 other records in the released set. In general,
data perturbation methods are mainly used in centralized data mining.
SMC is used to solve the privacy-preserving
problem in distributed data mining (DDM). Secure
two-party computation was first investigated by Yao
(1986), and later extended to multi-party computation
in (Goldreich et al., 1987; Chaum et al., 1988). The
basic rationale behind the SMC-based methods lies in:
a designated cryptographic function is presented as a
combinatorial circuit; involved parties run a short
protocol with the function to exchange and compute
encrypted data for data mining jobs. For most
SMC-based methods, cost of communication is
higher than O(n6) and the number of computation
rounds is higher than O(n) (Chaum et al., 1988;
Beaver, 1991; Cramer et al., 2001) because of the
cryptographic operations, where n refers to the
number of nodes. Therefore, SMC is less practical in
large-scale distributed applications due to its complexity.
In this paper, we propose a distributed anonymous perturbation method to realize efficient PPDM
in a distributed environment. Key privacy constraints
of consistency, privacy and integrity, and robustness
in the distributed process are defined. With homographic techniques, a light-weight protocol is proposed to provide trustworthy anonymous perturbation
in a distributed environment. Experiment and analysis
show that the computation and communication cost of
our method is low compared with SMC related
methods, while preserving the privacy of original data.
On the other hand, our work demonstrates that the
random perturbation method works in both centralized and distributed environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we discuss the basic elements in distributed
data perturbation. Privacy constraints are formally
defined. Two privacy-preserving protocols are proposed to support distributed data perturbation. In
Section 3 we propose the framework of distributed
anonymous data perturbation (DADP). In Section 4
we analyze the security and privacy issues of DADP
methods under collusion and malicious attacks with
experiments, together with performance evaluation.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

DISTRIBUTED DATA PERTURBATION ELEMENTS
In this section, we define the privacy constraints
of distributed data perturbation, and propose two
protocols to address these constraints. Since our
method is based on traditional data perturbation
techniques, we first briefly introduce the basic idea of
the random value perturbation.
Random value perturbation
The data perturbation method covers the original
dataset with a random data series following certain
distribution (Agrawal and Srikant, 2000). In this
study we focus on normalized distribution with zero
mean and standard deviation σ.
Consider n original data X1, X2, …, Xn, where Xi
(i=1, 2, …, n) are variables following the same independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.). The distribution function of Xi is denoted as FX, n random
variables Y1, Y2, …, Yn are generated to hide the real
values of Xi by perturbation. Similarly, Yi are i.i.d.
variables. The distribution function of Yi, FY, is a
normalized distribution with zero mean and standard
deviation σ.
Perturbed data is composed as
ω1, ω2, …, ωn, where ωi=Xi+Yi, i=1, 2, …, n. (1)
The problem turns out to consist of reconstructing the distribution function FX from perturbed dataset ω1, ω2, …, ωn and the known distribution function
FY of random data Yi. Bayes’ rule is adopted to resolve
the problem. The posterior cumulative distribution
function of X1 is written as

FX1

′ (a) = ∫
∫

a

f (ω1 − z ) f X ( z )dz

−∞ Y
+∞

−∞

fY (ω1 − z ) f X ( z )dz

,

(2)

where fY() is the probability density function of Yi and
fX() is the probability density function of Xi.
The average of the cumulative distribution
function of Xi is
a

1 n ∫ fY (ωi − z ) f X ( z )dz
FX ′ (a ) = ∑ −∞
.
n i =1 +∞ f (ω − z ) f ( z )dz
X
∫ Y i
−∞

(3)
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Differentiate Eq.(3) to obtain the density function:
f X ′ (a) =

1 n
∑
n i =1

fY (ωi − a) f X (a )

∫

+∞

−∞

fY (ωi − z ) f X ( z )dz

.

(4)

f X0 () is set to a uniform distribution in initiali-

zation because of the unknown distribution of fX();
f X1 () is calculated using Eq.(4). Following the rule,
the iteration process continues until the difference
between f Xj +1 () and f Xj () is less than a preset
threshold. The function approximation is close to the
original data distribution FX when the sample dataset
is sufficient.
Privacy constraints in distributed data perturbation
Data perturbation methods are proven to be efficient in centralized environments (Agrawal and
Srikant, 2000; Agrawal and Aggarwal, 2001), and are
applied in many fields (Liew et al., 1985; Bertino et
al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005). However, these PPDM
technologies cannot be directly applied in the distributed environments because more privacy issues
are concerned, as shown in Fig.1. It is generally the
responsibility of the data holder to protect privacy. In
centralized PPDM, the data center (DC) holds the
original dataset. DC deals with the privacy problems
to make sure that the output data contain less private
information. While in the distributed environment,
each distributed participant (DP) owns part of the
original dataset. DP must take efforts to keep its
source data private from both other DPs and DC.
Hence the data released by DPs need to be preprocessed before DC retrieves them. The function of DC
remains to be data collection. In a word, the data
holder must process the data appropriately when they
are going beyond the privacy range (gray area in
Fig.1).
Privacy source

Distributed
participants

Data
center

Data
center

3rd party
miner

3rd party
miner

Centralized PPDM
Distributed PPDM

Fig.1 Privacy issues in centralized and distributed
environment

Let a 4-tuple set {DP, D, MCP, DC} in
n-participant environment, where DPi is the distributed participant that holds partial source data,
DPi∈DP, i=1, 2, …, n; Di is the dataset DPi holds,
Di⊂D; MCPi is the collusion or malicious participants,
MCPi∈MCP, i=1, 2, …, n, MCP∈DP; DC is the
center collecting data from all DPs.
Two key privacy issues are concerned:
(1) privacy(DPi, DC)=Di. Function privacy(A,
B)=T represents that the content of target resource T
that A holds is not allowed to be exposed to B.
Therefore, Di, the dataset DPi holds, must not be
exposed to DC.
(2) privacy(DPi, DPj)=Di (i, j=1, 2, …, n; i≠j),
DPi should not expose the dataset Di to other DPs
including MCPs.
Based on the above discussion, we define the
constraints for distributed data perturbation as follows:
(1) Consistency
It is necessary to generate the random dataset
with a uniform distribution for perturbation. However,
distributed nodes cannot exchange information about
random data due to the privacy issue (2). How to
distribute a uniform distribution of a random dataset
with proper intensity to all DPs is a key issue.
(2) Privacy and integrity
Measures must be taken to make sure that the
perturbation process is correctly and privately applied
in distributed nodes, so that DC or the third party
cannot have the exact data information about each
node due to the privacy issue (1).
(3) Robustness
Collusion and malicious attacks must be considered in the distributed environment. Privacy and
security risks occur when DP exchanges or shares
information with colluding or malicious participants
unconsciously. Detailed threats are discussed in Section 4.
Distributed privacy-preserving data perturbation
protocols
1. Adaptive privacy-preserving summary protocol
The adaptive privacy-preserving summary protocol in this subsection is proposed to address constraint (1): consistency. Two entities can generate
random data: DC and DPs. Generating a random
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dataset by DPs would lead to unpredictable distribution. One solution is to generate the random dataset by
DC, and deliver it to DPs separately. It is beyond
doubt that DC can generate a random dataset with
uniform distribution. However, how to generate the
random data with proper intensity according to the
original data remains a problem. It is clear that a too
high intensity of random data will lead to inaccuracy
of reconstruction (as described in the subsection
‘Random value pertubation’), and DC has no privilege to summarize the intensity of original data due to
the privacy issue (2). Therefore, the key issue is how
to achieve the intensity of original data from DPs
without violating privacy rules. Generally, variance is
used for quantifying the intensity of the dataset.
In this subsection, we propose an adaptive privacy-preserving summary protocol to obtain the
variance of original data from DPs privately. Variance
is defined as

1 ⎛⎛

⎞

n

2

n

⎞

i =1

⎠

2
σ origin
= ⎜ ⎜ ∑ X i ⎟ − ∑ X i2 ⎟ .
⎟
n⎜

⎝ ⎝ i =1

⎠

(5)

Therefore, the task of achieving variance is equal
to obtaining the sum of Xi and the sum of Xi squares.
Some secure sum solutions have been proposed in
recent years. Ashrafi et al.(2003) proposed an
obfuscation/de-obfuscation procedure protocol (ODP)
for distributed privacy-preserving association rule
mining based on apriori algorithm:

association rule mining:
Protocol 2 SSP
Initialization: DPi holds datum Xi (DPs are randomly numbered).
Start: From DP1 to DPn−1 do
DPi generates Ri, Xi and Ri are in the same number field.
DPi submits Xi+Ri to DPi+1.

∑

DPi has the value

n −1
j =1

( X j + R j ),

and submits

Bn = ∑ i =1 ( X j + R j ) to DP1.
n

(Re-number DPs randomly)
From DP1 to DPn−1 do
Bi′ = Bi − Ri = ∑ j =1 X j + ∑ j = i +1 R j
n

submits

DPi

n

to

DPi+1.
DPn obtains

∑

n
j =1

X j + Rn and retrieves

∑

n
i =1

X j by

removing Rn.

Both solutions assume that the collusion density
is low. When the density of collusion grows, privacy
of the data is threatened. For instance, when DPi−1 and
DPi+1 are colluded in ODP, the values of ri and xi+ri
can be figured out, and therefore datum xi that DPi
holds is exposed. To overcome the weakness of these
two protocols, we propose a new distributed secure
sum protocol (DSSP):
Protocol 3 DSSP
Initialization: DPi holds datum Xi, and shares parameter m,
1<m≤n.
Start: From DP1 to DPn do
DPi
divides
Xi
into
m
shares:

Protocol 1 ODP

( X i ,1 , X i ,2 , …, X i , m | X i = ∑ j =1 X i , j ) .

Initialization: DPi holds datum Xi (DPs are randomly numbered).
Start: From DP1 to DPn−1 do
DPi generates Ri, Xi and Ri are in the same number field.
DPi submits Xi+Ri to DPi+1.

DPi keeps Xi,1 and sends {Xi,2, Xi,3, …, Xi,m} to m−1 DPs
randomly.
Each DPi obtains m−1 shares from different DPs.
From DP1 to DPn do
DPi sums up all m shares and submits the result to DC.

DPi

has

the

m

value

∑

n −1
j =1

( X j + R j ),

and

submits

DC obtains

∑ ∑
n

m

i =1

j =1

X i , j = ∑ i =1 X i .
n

Bn = ∑ j =1 ( X j + R j ) to DP1.
n

∑

From DP1 to DPn−1 do
DPi

Bi′ = Bi − Ri = ∑ j =1 X j + ∑ j = i +1 R j
n

submits

n

to

DPi+1.
DPn obtains

∑

n
j =1

X j + Rn and retrieves

∑

n
j =1

X j by

removing Rn.

Fukasawa et al.(2004) proposed another secure
sum protocol (SSP) in distributed privacy-preserving

n
i =1

X i2 is retrieved through the same method.

The variance of the original dataset is obtained
through Eq.(5) without privacy leakage. Privacy and
security features of these three protocols are analyzed
in detail in Section 4.
2. Anonymous exchange protocol
As we can see from the above discussion, the
main process of distributed data perturbation is that:
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(1) DC generates random data and delivers to DPs; (2)
DPs add random data to the original data they hold,
and submit the result back to DC; (3) DC reconstructs
the distribution finally.
Now we look into a new exchange protocol to
address the second privacy constraint: privacy and
integrity:
Define tracing status: Suppose A holds datum T
and submits it to B, it is said that A has the relation
map as T-B and A traces B by T.
Tracing status is considered as a privacy attack
in distributed data perturbation. For instance, DC
delivers ri to DPi. As a result, DC traces DPi by ri. If
DPi submits xi+ri to DC, DC can obtain the exact
value of xi, which violates constraint (2). In this subsection, we present a k-anonymous exchange protocol
to reduce tracing status.
(1) 1-turn anonymous exchange
Assuming that DPs holds object OBJs initially,
DPs randomly chooses another target DPt, sends the
OBJs to DPt. DPt holds two objects as a result. According to the principle that each DP holds one object,
DPt finds another DP and sends its original object
OBJt. After that, DPt will deny the invitation if a new
exchange is requested from other DP. DPs will finally
obtain an object from a DP. Each DP holds a different
object after 1-turn exchange.
(2) k-turn anonymous exchange
For k-turn exchange, each DP has to find k different participants to exchange the objects, k<n. In
other words, each DP repeats 1-turn anonymous exchange protocol for k times. The exchange process of
each DP is defined as being asynchronous, one DP
continues to the next turn without waiting for all participants to finish a complete round. After k-turn
anonymous exchange process, DPs holds OBJu,
where OBJu has no direct correlation to OBJs. Tracing
status is eliminated after k-turn anonymous exchange.
However, when collusion exists, tracing status is
related to value k. Further discussion can be found in
Section 4.

DISTRIBUTED ANONYMOUS DATA PERTURBATION FRAMEWORK
Based on the elements in Section 2, this section
presents a framework for distributed anonymous data

perturbation that addresses all the previously mentioned three privacy constraints. We name the
framework DADP. Three types of units are included
in the framework (Fig.2): DC, to manage the dataset
and the process; DP (DP1, DP2, …, DPn), to submit
their data privately, supposing n nodes in the environment; third computation party (TCP), to provide
trustworthy and private calculation.

DC

DP1

DPi

DPj

DPn

TCP

Privacy-preserving summarization
Random data envelope delivery
k-anonymous exchange
Collection and reconstruction

Authorized computation

Fig.2 Framework of the distributed anonymous data
perturbation method

The assumptions are: DPs are to be fully distributed for simplicity (each DP holds one datum
only). DC and TCP have their public certificate and
corresponding private key based on the Paillier public
key mechanism (Paillier, 1999). DPs hold the public
key of DC initially. The authentication method is
applied so that unidentified users are not allowed to
participate in the process.
The homomorphic encryption algorithm (Paillier,
1999) is used in the framework. It allows basic calculations of encrypted data, and is widely used in
electronic voting, etc. The main feature of Paillier’s
algorithm is that, E(a1)E(a2)=E(a1+a2), where E() is
the encryption function and a1, a2 are the data to be
encrypted. For a dataset a1, a2, …, an, the equation is
E(a1+a2+…+an)=E(a1)E(a2)…E(an).

(6)

Paillier’s public key based mechanism is applied
in DADP to encrypt and sign the original and random
data to keep data in privacy and support trusted
computation.
The distributed data perturbation process can be
summarized into the following four steps.
Step 1: Generating the perturbing data.
To generate an appropriate perturbing data series,
DC requires the variance of original dataset σorigin to
determine the variance of perturbing dataset σperturb. In
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general, the signal noise rate (SNR) is preset to
measure the strength of perturbation: SNR=
20log(σorigin/σperturb). DC uses DSSP to achieve the
variance σperturb from DPs securely.
DC generates the random dataset Y={Y1, Y2, …,
Yn} with the distribution of zero mean and σperturb. The
value of σperturb depends upon σorigin and preset SNR.
The length of the random dataset is based on the
number of nodes (n) in the environment.
Step 2: Delivery and exchange.
DC encrypts each random datum Yi (i=1, 2, …, n)
with its public key, and packages the encrypted datum
and DC’s signature into an envelope (RDENVi) with
its signature:
RDENVi={EDC(Yi), SigDC(EDC(Yi))},

Random data envelope

DPt

DPs

randomly sends a request to a TDP, and retrieves its
RDENV. The difference among the modes will be
discussed later, in terms of efficiency and privacy.
Each DP holds a new RDENV that differs from
the one received from DC after Step 2.
Step 3: Authorized computation.
TCP helps to calculate the perturbed value in a
secure way. The main operation in Step 3 is to add the
random data to the original ones by TCP. Steps for
DPi to get trustworthy perturbation results through
TCP are given as follows:
(1) DPi encrypts its value Xi with DC’s public
key.
(2) DPi updates the RDENVi and submits it to
TCP, formatted as
RDENVi′={EDC(Xi), EDC(Yu), SigDC(EDC(Yu))}.

where EDC() is the encryption function using DC’s
public key, and SigDC() is DC’s signature function. DC
delivers envelopes (RDENV1, RDENV2, …, RDENVn)
to DPs, respectively. DPi has {Xi, RDENVi} as a pair.
Taking RDENV as OBJ, DPs execute the
k-anonymous exchange protocol (Fig.3). Three exchange modes are presented: push mode, cooperate
mode, and fetch mode. In push mode, each DP randomly selects a target DP (TDP) to send its RDENV;
in cooperate mode, each DP randomly finds a TDP to
form a pair, and two DPs in pairs exchange the
RDENV with each other; in fetch mode, each DP
Distributed participant
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(3) TCP verifies the signature SigDC(EDC(Yu)) to
assure the random data is correctly generated and
delivered by DC.
(4) TCP calculates EDC(ωi) through EDC(ωi)=
EDC(Xi)EDC(Yu)=EDC(Xi+Yu).
(5) TCP signs on the result and returns
TCPENVi′={EDC(ωi), SigTCP(EDC(ωi))} to DPi.
Every DP gets the perturbed value with TCP’s
signature after Step 3.
Step 4: Collection and reconstruction.
DPs submit the perturbed values to DC. DC
verifies the correctness of the perturbation process
through the signature. DC decrypts all EDC(ωi) to
retrieve the perturbed dataset after verification:
DDC(EDC(ωi))=ωi=Xi+Yu.

RDENVs
RDENVt

DC finally reconstructs the distribution function
f ( X ) from {ω1, ω2, …, ωn} by the method in the

1-turn anonymous exchange

(a)

subsection “Random value pertubation” and transfers
the dataset to the miner for data mining.

DPt
DPs

RDENVt
RDENVs

SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

(b)
DPt

RDENVs

DPs
RDENVt

(c)

Fig.3 Random data envelope in anonymous exchange
(a) Push mode; (b) Cooperate mode; (c) Fetch mode

This section focuses on analyzing and testifying
the performance of the distributed data perturbation
scheme in terms of resolving the privacy constraints
presented in Section 2. Specifically, we first analyze
the robustness of DADP under two types of threat:
collusion attacks and malicious attacks.
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Robustness under Threat A: collusion attacks
Definition 1 (Threat A) Collusion participants (CPs)
exist in DPs in a semi-honest environment. CPs obey
the protocol but share the information they obtain
during the process with other CPs to try to obtain
extra information from other participants. Two steps
in DADP that contain exchange operations are mainly
considered in connection with collusion attacks.
1. DADP Step 1
Step 1 of DADP mainly involves the DSSP
protocol. Here we compare the security feature of
ODP, SSP and DSSP protocols. ODP and SSP use
randomized DP queries to retain data in privacy.
However, such methods are not safe when a collusion
attack occurs, as previously described. In ODP, the
collusion of two DPs (DPi−1 and DPi+1) would lead to
one datum leakage. In SSP, due to the different query
order, the collusion of four DPs (DPi−1, DPi+1, DPi′−1

and DPi′+1 ) is able to retrieve DPi’s datum.
To give a quantification of the privacy under a
collusion attack, we assume that all DPs generate the
randomized query together without a third-party.
Each DP finds a random successor till the query
completes.
Define three key parameters to evaluate the
probability of a successful collusion attack on one DP:
n, the number of all DPs; c, the number of CPs,
1<c<n; m, the number of divided shares, 1<m≤n.
In ODP, a collusion attack is successful when a
DP selects a CP as its successor; therefore the probability of a successful collusion attack is

pODP =

c −1
.
n −1

(7)

pODP is proportional to c, the number of colluders.
Furthermore, when c>2, CPs may use their relationship to the positions in query to attack more DPs, as

Input(HDP1(x+r))
CP1

HDP1

CP4

HDP1

Output(HDP1)|Input(HDP2)

Input(HDP1)

CP1

HDP1

HDP2

CP3

In SSP, the probability of a successful attack is
lowered due to the extra randomization operation on
DPs:
pSSP =

c −1 c − 3
⋅
.
n−2 n−4

(8)

Similarly, CPs are able to attack more HDPs in a
group attack, as shown in Fig.5. Four CPs can attack
two HDPs. In general, c CPs may attack ⎣c/2⎦ HDPs
at worst.
In conclusion, methods based on a randomized
query are vulnerable to collusion attacks, especially
when the colluder density is high. The threat may be
resolved if a third-party participates to generate the
random query. However, the privacy issue is then
transferred to the security and trust of the third-party.
In DSSP, all DPs find the successors initiatively.
Therefore CP is not able to select the target, which
lowers the collusion probability. As DPi keeps one of
the m shares Xi,1, the value of Xi will not be cracked
even if the m−1 shares are sent to CPs. However, the
situation changes if DC participates in the collusion.
When all m−1 data holders who send their shares to
DPi are colluding, Xi,1 can be figured out through
Xi,1=sumi−∑q∈CPmshareq, where sumi is the sum of m
different shares that DPi sends to DC, and mshareq is

Input(HDP2(x+r))

CP2

CP3

CP3

CP2

Output(HDP2)

Fig.4 Collusion attack on ODP

Output(HDP1(x+r))

Output(HDP1(r))

Input(HDP1(r))

shown in Fig.4. In this example, CP2 is the output
listener for the attack on HDP1 (honest DP). Meanwhile, it is also the input listener for the attack on
HDP2. Therefore, three CPs successfully attack two
HDPs. In general, c CPs may attack c−1 HDPs at
worst.

Output(HDP2(x+r))
HDP2

Input(HDP2(r))
CP2

Fig.5 Collusion attack on SSP

CP3

Output(HDP2(r))
HDP2

CP1
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X i = X i ,1 + ∑ j = 2 X i , j leaks out.
m

Using c, m and n to describe pDSSP0, the probability of one or more successful collusion attacks on
one DP:
⎧⎪(C m −1 / Cnm −1 )2 , m ≤ c + 1,
pDSSP0 = ⎨ c
⎪⎩0, m > c + 1.

(9)

It is clear that the collusion attack would not
succeed when m>c+1. In the extreme case, let m=n. It
means that no information leaks out unless DC and all
other n−1 participants are colluding. On the other
hand, the minimum value of m can be computed
through Eq.(9) to lower the communication cost,
when the approximation number of CPs is given.
To obtain the variance, each DP needs to submit
two values: Xi and X i2 . Hence, the total probability of
one or more successful attacks is

pDSSP

⎧1 − (1 − pDSSP0 ) 2
⎪
= ⎨ = 1 − (1 − (Ccm −1 / Cnm −1 ) 2 ) 2 , m ≤ c + 1, (10)
⎪0, m > c + 1.
⎩

Experiments were conducted in a JAVA environment using Windows 2003. Two hundred DPs
(n=200) were simulated to compare the privacy performance among the protocols. In Fig.6, the percentage of compromised HDPs is calculated as
aH/(n−c), in which aH is the number of attacked HDPs.
DSSP 0/1/5 represent not colluding with DC (m∈[1,
n]), colluding with DC and m=1%×n=2, colluding
with DC and m=5%×n=10, respectively. Fig.6 shows
that for ODP and SSP, the percentage of compromised
HDPs grows rapidly when the number of CPs rises,
especially when c>50%×n. But for DSSP, when DC is
not colluding with CPs, a collusion attack is not
successful even if n−1 CPs are colluding. Even when
DC colludes, DSSP shows much higher security robustness than ODP and SSP. The number of compromised HDPs is still close to 0 when c/n≤50% and
m=5.
In summary, the DSSP protocol with a proper
value of m can achieve privacy in a semi-honest environment with collusion attacks. The value of m can

be calculated using Eq.(10) when an estimation of c is
given.

Percentage of
compromised HDPs (%)

the m−1 shares that DPi gets from CPs. Therefore,
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Fig.6 Comparison of different secure sum protocols under
collusion attacks

2. DADP Step 2
Exact values in RDENVs are invisible to DPs due
to Paillier’s cryptographic method applied in the
whole exchange process. But when DC, the private
key holder, participates in the collusion, DPs are under threat. We discuss two main security tasks in
DADP Step 2:
(1) Remove identical information to resolve the
tracing problem.
Definition 2 (Tracing problem) The process where
DC sends RDENVs to DPs is actually a process of
mapping construction of DP-RDENV by DP. As a
result, the exact random values that DPs hold is clear
to DC. It is said that RDENV is distinguishable and
DP is traced if DC can maintain the mapping relation.
In DADP, DC takes the role of a random data
generator and deliverer. Hence DC keeps the full
mapping relation of all RDENVs and DPs. DPs are
initially traced by DC. If DPs add the random data
directly to their original data, DC can retrieve the
original data of DPs with a simple minus operation:
Xi=ωi−Yi. Using the k-turn anonymous exchanging
process without DC’s participation, DPs make
RDENVs indistinguishable to DC. k=1 is sufficient to
disturb the initial tracing status in most cases.
(2) Reduce the possibility of information disclosure on condition of CPs’ collusion with DC. The
tracing problem gets worse when DC colludes together with CPs. On condition that CPs share the
exchanging information with DC, DC can still update
the mapping DP-RDENV to keep tracing a certain DP.
Note that there are two modes in multiple turns’ exchange: (i) DP waits for all others to finish the
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exchange before the next round starts; (ii) DP finds k
different participants to exchange, without waiting for
the completion of all peers in the current round.
In the synchronous mode, DP will be traced if
only its exchange partner colludes with DC in the last
turn (the kth turn), regardless of all former turns. As a
result, k has no effect in resolving the tracing problem
in such a mode.
While in the asynchronous mode, CPs must involve all k turns with one DP to keep its tracing status;
otherwise, the target status is lost. The main reason is
that CPs would not be able to count the exact turn that
the target DP is in unless they get the status of its all
turns. Hence, the probability for one DP to be tracked
after the k-turn exchange process is
⎧⎪C k / Cnk−1 , k ≤ c < n,
pcas 2 = ⎨ c
⎪⎩0, k > c.

(11)

Probability (%)

The probability of one or more successful collusion attacks was simulated in a JAVA environment
using Windows 2003 to illustrate the performance and
robustness of DADP (Fig.7). Assume that there are
500 nodes in the distributed privacy-preserving data
mining (DPPDM) environment and data are fully
distributed (each DP holds one record). At least one
DP is honest (HDP). We focus on one HDP threatened
by collusion attacks.
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Fig.7 Probability of one or more successful collusion
attacks on one DP with various parameters in DADP
Step 2

Fig.7 shows the probability of one or more successful collusion attacks on one DP in DADP Step 2.
The probability of a successful collusion attack reduces fast when k increases. Specifically, when c/n
increases to 75 (15% of the number of total nodes),

one DP can survive in the environment even when
90% of the participants are colluding. In other words,
a lower value of k, compared to c, can protect the DP
from the collusion attack. To a certain degree, the
robustness benefits from the initiative target search
mode (Fig.3).
In summary, comparatively higher values of key
parameters m and k will keep the method away from
collusion attacks described in Threat A. On the other
hand, a balanced solution between security and performance can be achieved. Using Eqs.(10) and (11),
the values of m and k can be computed when a
maximum threshold of attack probability and the
estimation number of colluders are given, so that the
communication and computation cost can be minimized. Kargupta et al.(2007) proposed a light-weight
method to let each DP estimate the percentage of
colluders in the environment. The main idea is that
each DP will receive a collusion invitation from CPs
before the process. Therefore, an approximate percentage of CPs in the environment is obtained.
Robustness under threat B: malicious attacks
Definition 3 (Threat B) Malicious attacks in data
exchange or malicious actions taken by some participants that do not follow the protocol.
The use of a cryptographic algorithm and signature method based on the Paillier public key
mechanism has made data exchange and the authentication process of DADP robust to a malicious attack:
(1) Tampering attack: Cryptographic signature is
applied as a method of authentication. DPs and TCP
verify whether the random value is generated by DC
through DC’s signature in RDENV. Similarly, DC can
verify whether the DPs’ private values have been
added to the right random data delivered from DC via
TCP’s signature. Therefore, the random data, the
main object transfer red in the whole process, are
protected against tampering and replacing attacks.
(2) Integrity attack: Malicious participants (MPs)
cannot generate a real RDENV due to the signature.
But they have chances to disturb the existing envelopes in the exchange process. For instance, one MP
has accessed k′ random envelopes after k′ turns exchange, as (RDENVa, RDENVb, …, RDENVf,
RDENVk′), k′<k. It should use the latest random envelope RDENVk′ to exchange with its partner in the
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next round, as defined in the protocol. If MP uses one
random envelope RDENVv (v∈{a, b, …, f}), it accessed in former turns rather than RDENVk′, some
envelope is abandoned and some is duplicated in
global view. Integrity of the model breaks down,
which leads the reconstruction to failure. One way to
detect such attacks is as follows: due to the zero mean
of the random dataset, the sum of the perturbed data is
equal
to
sum
of
the
original
ones:

∑

n
i =1

ωi =

∑

n
i =1

X i + ∑ j =1Yi = ∑ i =1 X i . Therefore, the
n

n

comparison result between
DADP Step 1) and

∑

n
i =1

∑

n
i =1

X i (retrieved in

ωi (retrieved in DADP Step

4) will tell DC whether an integrity attack occurs.
(3) Initiative collusion attack (ICA) based on
tracing: In a semi-honest environment, the assumption is made that the target to exchange RDENV is
randomly selected in DADP Step 2, as described in
Section 3. However, malicious purposeful target selection would threaten a single DP’s privacy. For
instance, MPs choose HDPs purposefully rather than
randomly to send the RDENVs. At least one target in
HDPs is traced when mp>k, where mp is the number
of MPs. The main reason for successful ICA is the
mapping of DP-RDENV. Three exchange modes are
introduced (Fig.3):
In mode (a), Push Mode, if MP initiatively
pushes the traceable RDENV to a selected target HDP
in one turn, the MP knows the exact RDENV that the
HDP holds after that turn. Therefore the mapping of
DP-RDENV remains maintainable when MPs collude,
mp>k.
In mode (b), Cooperate Mode, suppose that n is
even, DPs finds DPt to exchange RDENVs with each
other as a pair. Therefore, both DPs and DPt can update the counterpart’s DP-RDENV map. At least k/2
MPs are able to crack one HDP in this way: DPs actually gets two items of mapping information about
DPt in one turn, i.e., the RDENV that DPt holds in the
previous turn (DPt-RDENVt) and the RDENV that
DPt holds in the current turn (DPs-RDENVs). Therefore, with the inference method, MPs can reckon up
the whole mapping status based on time sequence
with one-turn-interval target-selected ICA.
In mode (c), Fetch Mode, DPs asks for a randomly selected target DPt to retrieve its RDENV. DPs,
the exchange initiator, can only get the mapping of

DPt on the previous turn. Therefore, MPs cannot
retrieve the final status of HDP, as no initiative
method can be applied in the last turn. The probability
of one HDP being cracked in mode (c) is
(mp−k)/(n−k). The probability increases when mp is
up to n.
Table 1 shows a comparison on status of the
three modes. It is observed that mode (c) is more
secure in a high-density malicious environment with
DC. From another point of view, a comparatively
higher value of k is the most effective way to defend
against ICA.
Table 1 Mapping status of different exchange modes

Mode
(a)
(b)
(c)

DPs

DPt

Updates
–
DPt-RDENVt
Updates
Updates
DPt-RDENVt DPs-RDENVs
Updates
–
DPs-RDENVs

Probability of
ICA when mp>k
100%
100%
mp − k
× 100%
n−k

In conclusion, the analysis shows the robustness
of DADP under two types of attacks. DADP resists
both types of attack on the condition that DC is
trustworthy. With appropriate parameters m and k,
DADP shows high robustness in an environment of
high-density collusion and malicious attackers. In
addition, in a semi-honest environment (Definition 1),
TCP may be omitted as all units follow the process.
Therefore, DPs are trustworthy in performing the
addition operation of random data and the original
ones. The simplified model would cost less in communication and computation.
Other performance evaluation
In order to evaluate the efficiency of DADP, this
subsection estimates the operational cost of the model.
We focus on communication and computation costs in
the evaluation.
1. Communication cost
The communication cost of each step in DADP
is listed in Table 2.
It is clear that the additional communication cost
is mainly caused by the anonymous process (AP) in
DADP Steps 1 and 2 and is proportional to the parameters m and k. Therefore, the main costs L1 and L2
are in the range between O(n) and O(n2). In general, a
balanced solution between performance and security
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Table 2 Communication cost of DADP

Step
1
2
3
4

Communication cost
With AP
Without AP
L1=2l0n
L1=2l0mn
L2=lenv2n
L2=lenv2n(k+1)
L3=(lenv2+lenv3)n
L3=(lenv2+lenv3)n
L4=2lenv4n
L4=2lenv4n

Note: AP: anonymous process; l0, lenv2, lenv3, lenv4 represent the
lengths of random shares of original data, random data envelope
delivered from DC, envelope updated by DP, and envelope signed
by TCP, respectively

can be used to lower the cost under reasonable privacy constraints (described in the subsection “Robustness under threat A: collusion attacks”). It should
be noted that the length of the envelope may have
more effects on the cost when l>>n, but it is still far
lower than the one in SMC methods.
2. Computation cost
Computation cost is mainly caused by cryptographic computation, such as data encryption, decryption, signature and verification process. Computations are: (1) DC encrypts random data with signature. (2) DPs verify the random envelope before exchange in each turn and encrypt the source data. (3)
TCP verifies the signature on the random envelope
and signs the computation result. (4) DC certifies and
decrypts perturbed data from peers.
To summarize, most of these computations have
a linear relationship with ln, except (2) which is proportional to kln. When the data length of each DP
increases, a hash method must be used before producing the signature, in order to lower the computation cost. As a result, the performance cost is at the
same level as in SMC methods introduced in Section
1. Security and performance advantages will become
greater with the growth of n.

CONCLUSION
Security, along with the collusion problem, becomes a critical issue with DPPDM. This paper presents an anonymous perturbing method DADP that
adapts the perturbation-based PPDM technologies to
a distributed environment. Incorporating homomorphic cryptography techniques, DADP is more efficient and scalable than SMC related methods. With
flexible parameters, DADP provides a balanced so-

lution between performance and security, according
to the environmental requirement. DADP proves to be
robust in high-density collusion attacks and linear
growth of communication cost upon node number.
This basic framework of DADP can also be applied to
perturbation based distributed clustering and association rule mining.
An open question is whether other centralized
PPDM methods based on perturbation can also be
transformed to fit into the distributed environment
using the method given in this paper. We believe that
these issues are worth researching in the future.
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